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Tanarukk 5e race

A Tanarukk as depicted in Volos Leader for Monsters. Tanarukks are a kind of planetouched from the forgotten realm and one of the many demihuman variants of the already existing planetouched. Specifically, Tanarukks are the orcish equivalents of Tieflings. Tanarukks first appeared in 3e as part of the
Races of Faerun splat, along with their others demihuman deeplings, the elves/succubus hybrids called Fey'ri. Their basic story is that 500 years before the present, demons called to the material plane captured a stop in Faerun and took control of it, leading to him being called Hellgate Keep. From there,
they enslaved local orc tribes to serve them, and eventually undertook a breeding program to create a superior strain of fiend-blooded orcs that served as their slaves. The result was the Tanarukks, a combination of some of the nastiest parts of both races. They had a level adjustment of +3, mainly due to
the start of 5d8 worth of racial hit dice, and apart from being even stronger and harder than Orcs, they were as slow as dwarves, but had automatic abilities with all combat weapons and the ability to cast Control Flame as a wizard of the same character level 1/day. Tanarukks made a second appearance
in Monster Manual 3 of the 4th edition. Here the aspect of demons created as respin was given; 4e Tanarukks are literally created by demons and demon-worshipping evil magicians, especially those allied with Baphomet. Vats filled with a pulsating morass of orc meat and demonichor are subjected to
blasphemous rituals that cause them to lift dozens of Tanarukks to a time. Unlike their original 3.5 version, which was supposed to be better soldiers, the 4th edition Tanarukks were instead taken from orcs up to eleven: battle-mad, vicious killing machines that live only for the carnage. Their fluff even says
that the first thing a Tanarukk experiences when he is born is a solid blow to the head to prevent him from immediately flying into a murderous rampage. These Tanarukks are literally nothing more than a kind of meaty golem; they live only to kill, incapable of breeding or doing something more productive.
Since they are opponents of the high Paragon level (17th and 18th level) and have an Indomitable Rampage ability that allows them to survive their first deadly blow and get attack and damage increases from it, the fluff doesn't joke when it says that a lonely Tanarukk can wipe out entire cities (remember:
generic NPCs are considered level 0) before someone is strong enough to kill them, In fact, they enjoy the challenge of fighting legitimate opponents, which is one of the reasons they rage. There are three types of 4e Tanarukk; the Marauder (level 17 Skirmisher), the Flame Announcer (Level 17 Artillery)
and the Steel Warrior (level 18 soldier). The aspect of fire control from has been mitigated with this edition; Apart from the Flame Speaker, whose attacks revolve around throwing fire, as it goes out of fashion, the Marauder and the Steel Warrior each have only one fiery attack. Marauders have the Flame
Harrower attack, where they detonate their axe, hit someone with it and set them on fire. Steel Warriors can also channel fire along their weapon to injure people, but they create Burning Cages and can technically do so remotely by shooting exploding fiery crossbow bolts. Tanarukks reappeared later in
the 5th edition of Volo's Guide to Monsters. Here they were presented as more general when orcs either turned to the demon, worshipped themselves, or were taken over by a black magician allied with demons; tanarukks, in this edition, orcs have mutated into diabolical versions of themselves in the
womb. In this case, however, the Tanarukks' obsession with strength and sheer ferocity means that even pure blood orcs are wary of the damn things, and standard procedures are to lock and chain them from the rest of the tribe when they don't need them. When they become free, their first instinct is to
dig bloody through the tribe and try to subdue them all so that they can take power. This is bad news for the Orcs, because Tanarukks are even more belligerent and bloodthirsty than their pure-blooded relatives, which usually leads to the obsituary being wiped out. Since the Tanarukk-Taint can breed
true, all Tanarukk descendants are usually killed at birth, unless the tribe foresees a need for their strength. 5e's Tanarukks are explicitly associated with Baphomet and have completely lost their fiery powers. Instead, they are spell-resistant and have the ability to instantly make a bonus retaliation attack
with Advantage when someone hits them in close combat. Also, both versions of the Post-3.5 Tanarukk gained a much better movement speed and shot up to the standard 30 feet. Why the 3.5 version had a movement speed of 20ft at all, who can say that? Gallery[edit] The original Tanarukk from Races
of Faerun. Another saskatisfor the Tanarukk in 3e, next to a Fey'ri. 4e takes in the Tanarukk. Edit the diabolical levels and prime material tarpaulin dub brown to gray-green[2][3] celebrity tusks; thick, horn-like ridges[2][3] Tanarukks were orcs whose blood had been spoiled by an evil outsider, in many
cases a Tanar'ri demon. [3] Description[edit | edit source] They appeared as short, stocky orcs with bristly hair, horns or ridges on the sides of their heads. [3] They showed Teeth and tusks that prominently protruded from their lower jaws. [7] Tanarukks also had the distinctive smell of sulfur around them
and indeed had a limited ability to manipulate fire. [3] Personality[edit | edit source] They were evil, brutal and not terribly intelligent (although they were smarter than an average orc); you extremely dangerous fighters. Despite their lack of personal magnetism, the Instinctive ability of the Tanarukks to
control the flame led many to wizards. More than that could be found as a muscle to act for Cambions and other diabolical creatures. [3] Combat[edit | edit source] Tanarukk rarely wore any form of armor, except for gloves that considered her thick skin to be sufficiently protective. High-ranking members of
society, such as lieutenants and chiefs, were most likely to wear armor, but they often removed them when faced by a challenger for supremacy. [3] Many were known to carry magical objects of ortic or devilish origin. Some were known to swing even antique items looted from the bowels of Hellgate
Keep. When it came to magic itself, the Tanarukk usually preferred to use spells that summoned outsiders, improved their own physical abilities, or included the use of fire. [3] History[edit | edit source] The Tanarukks were created as orc demon crossings within the tanar'ri controlled fortress of Hellgate
Keep, the products of a breeding program between demons and orcs that had been captured and enslaved. [8] After centuries of blood mixing, the Tanarukk began to breed among themselves[7] and was considered by other creatures to be a separate species, rather than just an orc unterrace. [3] Over
time, nine different tribes came from Tanarukk to form the inhabitants of the mountain. These tribes served as an army company, known as the Scourge Legion, under the Balor Grintharke and later the Cambion Kaanyr Vhok. [7] After the destruction of Hellgate Keep in 1369 DR, four of these nine
Tanarukk tribes left the ruler Kaanyr Vhok and emigrated to the Netherlands. The other five - Hunger Knives, Gorytusks, Scaleskulls, Balorclaws and Bonefires - would rally around his goals of reviving the Scourge Legion. [7] This renewed force would emigrate to Ammarindar. [9] A few years later, in the
summer of 1372, the renewed Scourged Legion besieged the town of Menzoberranzan alongside Duergar of Gracklstugh as part of an alliance with Jaezred Chaulssin. [10] The siege eventually failed and the Scoured Legion was forced to retreat to Ammarindar and disbanded a short time later. Between
then and 1480 DR, the Tanarukk population would multiply strongly. In these intervening years, three different Tanarukks would be created to take on the role of High War Chief over the Castor Legion - around 1480 DR a fourth leader, known as Ghiirvox, had emerged. [7] Society[edit | edit source] Within
the boundaries of Hellgate Keep were Tanarukk isolated from the tradition of their orc ancestors of animal husbandry. Once they had let go of the world, they gradually began to engage in this practice and trained wild boars and wild boars to mount. [3] The Tanarukk Society also differed from Orcs in that
they were far less patriarchal and their better than their slaves. This was due to the fact that they were influenced by the Marilites involved in Hellgate Keep's breeding program. [3] Many tribes were known to ritually scare their young, either during the rites of passage or when they became full-fledged
warriors. [5] This was often done with acidic or jagged weapons. [3] Religion[edit | edit source] Sometime after Kaanyr Vhok's disappearance, the Tanarukk, which made up the Scoured Legion, accepted the worship of Garagos. From then on, in each generation, a Tanarukk would occasionally be born
with an additional set of weapons. These individuals were called Targaat and considered children of Garagos himself. [7] Relationships[edit | edit source] In general, the Tanarukks looked down on all creatures they considered weaker than themselves and held a special hostility to elves. The only
creatures they respected were demons and powerful beings touched by Fiend, like half-fiends. They regarded orcs and half-orcs as valuable allies, but did not consider them equal and often forced them to breed with other Tanarukk. Most of the other intelligent humanoid races that encountered
Tanarukks were probably eaten and tortured, mostly not alive. [3] Remarkable Tanarukk[edit | edit source] Ghiirvox, a Tanarukk with an unusual purple-blue skin tone, which was the fourth High Warchief at the head of the Scourge Legion. [11] Appendix[edit | edit source] Appearances[edit | edit source]
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3.05 3.06 3.07 3.08 3.09 3.10 3.11 3.12 3.13 3.14 3.15 3.17 3.18 Reynolds, Forbeck, Jacobs, Boyd (March 2003). Race of Faeron. (Wizards of the Coast), pp. Monster Update (Zipped PDF). Wizards of the Coast. P. 5. Archived from the original on 01.11.2016. Retrieved on 2018-09-10. No. 5.0 5.1 5.2
Steven E. Schend (March 1998). Hellgate Hold. (TSR, Inc), p. 15. ISBN 978-0786907861. Steven E. Schend (March 1998). Hellgate Hold. (TSR, Inc), p. 15. ISBN 978-0786907861. 7.0 7.1 7.2 7.3 7.4 7.5 7.6 Brian R. James, Eric Menge (August 2012). Menzoberranzan: City of Intrigue. (Wizards of the
Coast), 71, 74. Steven E. Schend., March 1998. Hellgate Hold. (TSR, Inc), Inc), 4–5. ISBN 978-0786907861. Eric L. Boyd.* Drizzt Do'Urden es Guide to the Underdark. (TSR, Inc), S. 31. ISBN 0-7869-1509-9. Brian R. James, Eric Menge (August 2012). Menzoberranzan: Stadt der Intrige. (Wizards of the
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